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Abstrqct
Tlu ,llultichamber Conrumsr Ex¡ow¡e Moful

l.lICCElvI) is a user-friendly computer progøm tlwt

eø be used to estimatc hdaor ai¡ concentrøtio¡ts and

æcupant inhalation æpowræ for clenùcú rekrced

ftotn pmduets, ruteriab, farnishittgs or øppliances in
flucnnes fleh as residsncæ. Atwttg th¿ major feantæ
of MCCEM cre flníbilþ in nnning tlu nodel for
dtrmtioftî fioû. one lwur ø oru yeci a library of infrl-
ouion and int¿r¿on¿l airflnt mearuremens fn seo-

¡at hundred U.S. rcsidsnces, a sprúlwa for inprt of
wte-aatying emission raes, tlp obilily ø esti¡ttstc in-
hal¿tion exî,osl,îe, and optiorc fn Mont¿ Carb simu-

fuion and senitioþ atwlysís, An illustrøiae applica-

tion ís s;onwh¿rúl asvnptiorc concming the emis-

sion profib andtlu number of chomben ø he tud¿l¿d
oe æamincdfm htpa on eîposwe estitnat¿s. Dß-
cwsiøø s pvoidctl on tlu imprwæe of model validt-
¡ton and an appoachø odidatio¡tís giamfot theil-
lus c ariø e applic atiott-

KFIWORDS:
Indoor air quality, Exposure assessment, Model-
tug, lÌlulrichamber, Monte Carlo simulation, Sen-
sruvrry analpis.

Overview of IAQ ond Exposure
Models
Indoor air quatity (IAQ can be modeled by
considering facors such æ source emissions'
dilution by air exchange, and decay or retntl.
val in the context of consewation of pollu-
tarit mass (Nagda et a1.,1987). By combining
modeled concent¡ations with information
such as individuals' locatiorVactivity paterns
and associated breathing rates, it is also pos.

sible to model human inhalation er<posure to
air pollutants. Assessment of inh¡l¡tion ex-
posure aod its potential consequences is of
interest to a number of regulatory agencies.

For example, the USEPA Otrce of Toric
Substances (Callahan et al, 1989) performs
exposr¡re assessments peraining to airborne
releases of chemical substa¡ces in various
settingÊ, including non-occupational indoor
settings such as residences. In residential set-

tirrgs, chemical substances can be released

from building materials, appliances, fu¡nish-
ings, or consumer products used by occu-
pants. In this paper, the term "consumer ex-
posure" refers to inhalation ocposure in-
cu¡red by occupants in non-occupational in-
door settings, particularly in and a¡ound
residences.

IAQ or Ðcposure models generally can be

distinguished by their basis, by the range of
pollutants they can address, and by the ex-

tent of temporal or spatial detail they cån ac-

commodate in inputs, calculations, and out-
puts. Theoretical models, for o<ample, arc
based on physical principles such as conser-
vation of mass, whereas empirical models are
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based on approaches such Íu¡ least-squares re-

gression analysis using measurements under
different conditions either within a structure

of across a variety of structures. Theoretical
models are suitable for a wide range of appli'
cations, whereas empirical models are applic'

able only within the range of measurements

from which they were develoPed.

The focus of this overview is on theoreti-

cal models. Unlike many other applications,

IAQ/exposure models typically a¡e not soft-

ware products that can be purchased as "off-
the-shelf items. Rather, most eústing soft-

wa¡e models are research tools that have

been developed for specific purposes and a¡e

in a continuing stage of development and re-

finement. The theoretical roots of most IAQ
models can be traced to ea¡lier work by Lid-
well and Lovelock (1946), cited by a National

Resea¡ch Council report (1981) as among the

first to use the mass-balance approach, and

TUrk (1963), who applied a mass-balance

equatioo to several different cases and pres-

ented a detailed analysis of transient and

steady-state behavior in a single-chamber

model. These early efforts did not result in
software products per se; at best, some com-

puter code was shared among a limited
group ofresearchers.

IAQ/exposure models that have been in-
troduced in recent years represent consider-

able expansion of and enhancement to the

ea¡lier work. The technical capabilities of
these models are quite varied and are princi-
pally related to the manner in which they

treat indoor air spaces, source-release mech-

anisms, sink effects, a¡rd airflows. Practical

aspects such as user friendliness and speed of
execution are also quite variable.

Model treatment of indoor air spaces and

airflows is interrelated. Some models treat

the entire indoor air space as a single, well-

mixed zone, whereas others divide this space

into a series of interconnected zones or com-

partments. Axley 0990) further distinguishes

microscopic models that are useful for study-

ing the details of pollutant dispersal in small

portions of building airflow systems from

macroscopic models that focus on rooms or
larger sections of buildings.

Source-rele¿se mechanisms are often pro-

duct- and chemical-specific, and can be tre¿-

ted as instantaneous' constant over a defined

time period or time-dependent with under-

lying chemistry and physics related to pro-

cesses such as evaporative or pressurized re-

leases. Sources can be highly localized (e.g.,

shoe spray), widely dispersed (e.g., freshly
painted rooms), or confined (e.g., recently

dry-cleaned clothing in a closed closet). Re'

lease rates can be nearly constant over time,

rapidly decaying slowly decaying, or rising

and falling in response to other parameters

such as temperature.
Removal processes' or sinks, in the indoor

environment can include chemical reactions,

physical processes such as gravitational set-

tling air-cleaning devices such as filters or
adsorption media, and local exhaust (e.g., in
proximity to known sources). Mathematicsl

treatments have ranged in complexity from
simple first-order rate constants to dyn¡miç
submodels that respond to changing condi-

tions. Nazaroff and Cass (1986, 1989), for ex-

ample, have developed fairly rigorous mathe-

matical treatments for chemically reactive

pollutans and indoor aerosols, and Dunn
(1987) and Tichenor et al. (1990) have de¿lt

with the issue of reversible sinks (i.e., pollu-

tant mass that is initially removed from but
later returned to the indoor air).

Vith this background in mind, some of
the salient features of theoretical IAQ/expo'

sure models known to the authors are high'
lighted in Tàble 1. All but one of the six

models in the table can be applied in per-

sonal-computing environments' The list is
not necessarily exhaustive, nor does it necæ-

sarily reflect the most recently released ver-

sion of each model. In comparison to some

of the models, the Multichamber Consumer

Exposure Model (MCCEM) that is the focus

of this paper has some limitation on the

number of chambers and the complexity
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that is the focus
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the complexity

CCEM (Versaç 1987)

CONTAM(Axley' 1988)

INDOORVenio¡ 1.0
(Sparks,1988)

MIAQ (Nazaroffand Cass"

1986,1989)

Single chamber, no sink term
Outdoor concentations not considered
Modules for time-dependent releases, direct discharge ofaerosol products, aod

evaporation from chemical films
,..,-Exposure calculations ' '4

Mequ-driven user interface

Microscopic model
Multiple conurninants in a single run
Discrete dme histories for contaninant emission rates

Chamber-specific sink effects

Command-driven Prrocessor

Room-specific airflows

and preformaned emission function
uråce area) and reemission from sink

Graphics display of results
Menu-driven interface
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Multiple zones and conuniqants
Time-varying airflows, including IIVAC system

Area or point-source emissions
Pollutant-specific decomposition/loss rates, photol¡ic reactions

Command-driven p¡ocessor
Limited to 2,|-hour tine period
Res¡ricted to VÐWMS operating system

IAQPC (Ensor et al., 1989) Up to 20 rooms and 6 polluønts concurrently
Interconnections ¡moûg rooms, outdoorg and HVAC system

Emission rates for common souroq¡
Si¡k and r+emission rates

Air cleaners with user-specified collection efficiencies

Graphics display of resuls
Menu-drive¡ interface

MCCEM (GEOMEI 198%) Up to four chambers (rooms or room combinations)
Library ofmeasured airflow rates for residences

Spreadsheet environment for time-varying emission rates

Sink term (fint-order rate consrtnt)
Uncertainty analysis (Monte Carlo, se¡sitivity)
Exposure calculations
Meou-driven interface

with which sink terms can be specified, but
has gxeater flexibility in inpuaing time-vary-
ing emission rates in addition to features

such as access to residential airflow mean¡ure-

ment results, exposure calculations, and un-

certainty analysis. These relative advantages

and limitations are directly related to

MCCEM's developmental objectives of
providing a more sophisticated tool for expo'

sure assessment while retaining user friendli-
ness and relative ease of model inputs-

In contrast to the models in Thble I that
can be used to model specific situations on a
one-at-a-time basis, a macromodel (Tïrapor
et al., 1989) has been developed that esti-

mates indoor air distributions across a varie-

ty of residences through a combination of
deterministic and Monte Carlo simulation
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techniques in development of distributions

for input parameteß. \7ith this focus on dis-

tributions rat¡er than specific cases' the mac'

romodel is currently restricted to combus-

tion pollutants'- a' single zone' and steady-

state Í¡ssumptions in predicting average in-

door concentradons over a one-week time

interval. By comparison, the models in the

table can provide time-varying indoor con-

centrations at a temporal resolution on the

order of minutes.
Certain "physical-stochastic" models also

exist that uúlize Monte Carlo techniques to

simulate human behavior, represent time-

varying pollutant concentrations in various

miiroenvironmêûts: and address uncertainty

in the knowledge of model parâmeteñ¡'

Earlier models developed along these lines

include the NAAQS E:çosure Model

(NEM) flohnson and Paul,1983) and the Si-

mulæion of Human Activity and Pollutant

Exposure (SIIAPE) model (Ott' 1984)' Re-

cent alternatives to NEM, such as the Regio-

nal Air Human Exposure (REHEX) model

(Lurmaun et al., 1988) and the personal air

quality model (Hayes, 1989), are largely at-

i.-po to elçand aspects such as the number

of microenvironments or time-activity pat-

tetns or to provide more refined use of cer-

tain data bases for model inpua' Vith their

focus on total e:rposure across microenviron-

ments, these models tend to provide a more

simplified treautent of indoor environments

in that indoor sources ar€ not orplicitly mea-

ted; insteado measr:¡ed indoor or outdoor con-

centration distributions a¡e commonly used.

Description of MCCEM

MCCEM calculates time-varying indoor air

concentrations in up to four sepfuzte cham-

bers, or zonesr based on a s)tstem of simul-

tâneous mass-balance equations that can be

stated as follows:

Qi''C¡

o!,Qi' ci - kci' vi G)

where
tz ')Yi

Ci : ber (gim')

Gi = ith chamber

: (s/h) ,

Q¡i : flow from jth to ith chamber (m'/h)

Qri : floto from ith to fth chamber (m'/h)

k. -.= râte constant for contaminant decåy

(Vh)'

For the above set of equations, and for

Equation set to zero

when i:i ned bY the

following chamber:

Ëe¡i=åq, (2)
i-l t=r

nal airflow rates measured in several hun-

dred U.S. residences, (3) a spreadsheet envir-

onment for input of time-varying emission

rates, individual loc¿tions and outdoor con-

centraúons, (a) the ability to estimate inhala-

tion exposure, and (5) options for Monte

Ca¡lo simulation a¡d sensitivity analysis'

The basic steps in running the model are

as follows:

1. Select or deûne a residence (chamber de-

scriptions/volumes, ai¡flow matrix)

2. Choose length of model run

3. Provide inputs for mass'balance or lo-

cation pfifiImeters
- Emission rates

- Individual locations
- Outdoorconcentrations
- Decay rates

4. Choose options for uncertainty or o(po-

sure analPis
- Monte Ca¡lo simulation
- SensitivitY analYsis

- Percent of concentrations above L

user-deûned level of concern

- Lifetime average daily e:çosure (LADE)
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r (m')
[amber (e/m)
the ith chamber

amber (m'/h)
amber (m'/h)
rtaminant decay

ations, and for
l¡¡ are set to zero
nstrained by the
each chamber:

(2)

of MCCEM are
model for dura-
: to one yezr, (2)

ion and interzo-
in several hun-
rreadsheet envir-
'arying emission
nd outdoor con-
estimate inhala-
ions for Monte
rity analysis.
rg the model are

rce (chamber de-
,w matrix)
un
s-balance or lo-

rtamty or e)(po-

¡tions above z
,ncern
xposure (LADE)

5. Execute the model and review summary
statistics

6. Decide whether to save inpulouçut
files.

Model feanrres a¡e described in greater detail
below in relation to these operational steps.

Selçcring or Defining o Residence
The opening menu for selecting or defining
a residence is shown in Figure l. MCCEM
contains a library of infiluation/edltration
airflows, interzonal airflows, and zone vo-
lumes/descriptions for approximately 350
residences in 13 different states. This infor-
mation was collected from various proiects in
which the resea¡chers used perfluorocarbon
traceñ¡ (Dietz and Cote, 1982) to determine
prevailing airflow rates over a period ofsev-
eral days in each residence. Ifa one-, two- or

three-story house is selecte{ subsequent

screens will direct the user to choose a state
and then choose a specific residence from the
list for that state. Information such as total
volume, chamber descriptions, and seasonal

infiltration rate provides some guidance in
choosing a residence. Selected residences are
better characterized through multiple meas-
urements during each of several seasons, in-
çluding fwo-story residences in Califomia,
Maryland and New York. The user can also
choose a "generic house" that was defined by
the model developen based on commonali-
ties in airflow patterns across several hun-
d¡ed homes. Each of the generic houses is
defined Íu¡ two zones, one with a bedroom
area distinguished from the remainder of the
house and the other with the kitchen segre-
gated.

More detailed information about the cho-
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TYPE OF RESIDENCE
You can choose from 4 types of residences with information
stored in MCCEM data files or select a hypothetícal house
wíth user-specJ-fied volumes and airflow rates.

F1 - further explanation
Escape - previous screen

F10 - exit program
Return - next screen

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One-story structure (e.9., apartment, slab-on-grade home)
T\'ro-story structure (e.9., rancher with basement)
Three-story structure (e.g., townhouse)
Generi-c house
Hypothetical house

Enter choicez L2l

Fig. I MCCEM menu for selection of o residence.
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SELECTED HOUSE- <1121"4' 2-STORY' MD>

SEASON <SUMMER>

Fl - further exPlanation
Escape - previous screen

F10 - exj.t Program
Return - next screen

TOTAI-FLOW-IN
(m^ 3 /hr )

6-5.60
72.80

roún¡,-rr,ow-out
(m^ 3 /hr )

65 .60
- '12.80

ZONE DESCRIPT. VOLUI4E

(m^3 )

l2].'s I
[ 1].5 l
tl
tl

1

2

3

4

[ 1ST STORY]

IBASEMENT ]
tl
t1

AIRFLOW RÀTES
(m^ 3 /hr ¡

FROM: ZONE 0

ZONE 1
ZONE 2

ZONE 3

ZONE 4

TO:
ZONE O ZONE 1

L3.2
ZONE 2 ZONE 3 ZONE 4

140.7 l
Í32.L l
t......1

[33.s
l2O .4

l
I
1

t
t

l
I
1152 .4

+¡

lig.2Zoneond fow informotion for o seleded residence'

sen house that is displayed by MCCEM is

shown in Figure 2.If the user is not satisfied

with the choice at this point, it is possible to

escÍrpe to prior menus to make a different

choice. The user can also provide his/her

own inputs for zone descriptions, volumes,

and airflow rates by choosing a "hypothetical
house" (see Figure l). In this case, the screen

shown in Figure 2 would require entries by

the user. MCCEM assists tle user in obtain-

ing a total flow balance by updating the total

flow to and from each zone as the user enters

individual flow elemens.

Choosing o Length of Model Run

The model can be run for durations ranging

from one hour to one year' Vith the short-

term model option, model calculations are

performed on a minute-by-minute basis for

up to one week; user inputs or model out-

poa .* be provided for an averaging period

as long as one hour. Vith the long-term

model option, model calculations are per-

formed on an hour-by-hour basis, with in-
puts/outputs provided for an averaging

period ofup to one daY.

Providing lnputs
Emission Raæs and Indfuiùnl\ bcation

mathematical functions. Formulas or values

entered in individual cells can be copied to

other cells. Fixed-format ASCII files, created

externally, can also be imported into the

spreadsheet. A separate column is provided
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t'Low-ouT
(m^ 3 /hr )

65 .60
72.80

ZONE 4

it progran
xt gcreen

t01
t01
t0l
t0l
t01
t01
t0l
t01
t0l
t01
t01
t0l
t01
t01
t0l
t01

) zone3 (F) Zone4 (G)

It lt I
It lt I
I t I t '<

It lt l
lt lt l
It' lt I
I t I t -l
lt lt I
It lt l
It lt I
lt lt 1

lt lt I
It lt I
It lt 1

lt ]t l
lt lt 1

0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

FiIe:MDS2Soo2 * Total of 480 Ti¡ne Steps
Zones 1) 1ST STORY 2l BASEMENT 3)

Hour llin
(B) (c)

11
L2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
19
110
1 11
LL2
113
114
115
116

t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

)

1

l
I
I
l
1

l
1

1

l
I
l
1

1

l
1

t0
l0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
t0
I0
t0
l0
t0
t0

A)
1

2

3

4

5
6

7

I
9

10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16

nl-Help F2-Edit/Formula F3-Import Fs-Goto F6-Copy F7-Done F1o-Exit
t (Ctrl+¡ Arro!,rs, Home/End, Pgup/PgDnl-Move Cursor Esc-Cancel

SteP Emission Rate tglhrl

Day: 1

4l

Exposure
Zone ( It )Zonel(D

t0
Zone2 (E
0

.¿,'

t.
å

6l

rl-t
g'

Þ
*
i&
ÊF*.

-+*
i-

'!üü:
'-.:'

Fig. 3 lnput spreodsheet for emission roles ond exposure zone.

for indicating the location (elçosure zone) of
an individual within the building dr:ring each

time step, with an entry of zero indicating that
the individual is not within the building.

Outilom Concenttatians and Decay Røte

A spreadsheet environment similar to that
for emission Étes enables tle user to enter
time-varying outdoor concentrations or to
import these values from an external ASCII
fìle. The model accepts a user-specified sink
term, sÞted in terms of a first-order rate con-
stant, to describe pollutant removal proces-

ses. During model execution, indoor concen-
trations Íue homogeneously initialized
(under steady-state assumptions) using the
outdoor concentration value assigned to the
very fint time step together with the overall
infìltration rate and decay rate.

Choosing Options
Monte Carln and Sensitittity O¡tiorns

MCCEM allows the user to perform Monte

Carlo simulation with l0 to 1000 trials. Uni-
form, normal, and triangular distributions
can be used to characterize the uncertainty in
infiltraúon rates' emission rates, decay rates,

or outdoor concentrations. Random numbers

generated by MCCEM can be saved for later

access in subsequent nrns with the same

number of aials. Sensitivity analysis can be

applied to the indoor volume, infiltration
rate, emission rate' decay rate, or outdoor
concentration by speciffing a multiplicative
factor between 0.001 and 1000.

If the base inûluation rate is changed

through either of these options, then all in-
terior airflows are changed in the same pro-
portion to maintain a mass-flow balance. Si-

L¡ts or model out-
r averaging period
,th the long-term
:ulations are p€r-

ur basis, with in-
)r an averaeing

al's Lacation
rt (see Figure 3) is
r time-varying de-

:s (in e/h) in each

retic operaton and
I rmulas or valuæ
¡ c¿n be copied to
\SCII frles, created

mported into the

¡lumn is provided

\
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milarly, if the indoor volume is changed

through the sensitivity option, tiren all flow
rates are changed in the same proporriolr to
preserve the base infi lEation/e:<filuatiori rate

for the building as well as the flow balance.

Exposure Cahulntians
The model can calculate the percent of ob-

servations above a user-specified level ofcon'
cem as well as LADE. The LADE is calcula-

ted in units of mg/kg-day based on user in-
puts for breathing rate, body weigbt, number

of exposure events per year, number of years

of exposurg and individual's average life'
time. Other inputs to this calculation are av'

erage consumer exposr¡re during the model

run, as estimated by the model, length of the

exposr¡re event (assumed equal to the length

of the model run), and percent of time in the

residence, determined from user inputs for

the individual's loc¿tion during the model

run.

Reviewing lnPuts ond OutPuls
After all user inputs have been provided, a

summary review screen is provided from

which the user can go directly to any of the

input screens to revise inputs if desired'

Model execution begins when the user exits

the review screen. Follõwing model ex-

ecution, summary statistics are displayed on

the screen for the concentations in each

zone of the residence and for consumer expo-

sure. As shown in Figure 4, these statistics

include ttre mean, standa¡d deviation, ma.xi-

mum, the percent of cases at or above a

user:specified level of concern, percent of
time in the residence, and LADE. At the

user's option, time'varying indoor concen-

trations and consumer exposure can be writ-

3

9:

à
-*
:l

:

ç

a,ç

.

i

.:

It
Er
t

ZONE 1 ZONE 2 ZONE 3

ST STORY BASEMENT

AITERAGE, mg/rn^3 2 . 108+03 5.28E.+02
STD. DEVIATION 1 .15E+03 5.288+02
Ì{AxIMUl,f, mg/m^3 4 .568+03 5.28F.+02
PERCENT OF CASES 96.7 46.7

>=500 mg/m^3
PERCENT OF TIME IN RESTDENCE

ITIFETIME AVG. DAILY EXPOSITRE, mg/kg-day

ZONE 4 CONSI'MER

1. 3 7E+0 3

1.37E+03
1.378+03

74.L

64.4
4.448+0 1

Output files generated for this model run are:
1. MDF2LOOI.R\¡E - Summary of model inputs and

summary statistics for model outputs
2.MDF2Loo1.PRN-Time-varyingconcentrationsbyzone

and consumer exPosure

Do you wish to keep the outPut files? (Y/N) Y

Oo you wish to feel tne input/run files (VAL,FML,RUN)? (Y/N) Y

SINGLE RT'N SUM}IARY STATISTICS

Fig.4 Summory stotistics ond file nome descriptions provided by MCCElvl'
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ring the model

úputs
een provided, a

provided from
Iy to any of the

tuts if desired.
ln the user exits
ing model ex-
ue displayed on
rations in each
consumer expo-

, these statistics
deviation, mu<i-
at or above a

rrn, percent of
LADE. At the ::

indoor concen-
rure can be writ-

ten to an ASCII frle for later access. For a

model run with the Monte Carlo option, the
summary statistics for zone-speciûc concen-

uations and consumer exposure pertaining.
to each trial are wrinen to output files. Thé
user also has the option to save all inputs for
access in subsequent modeling sessions.

lllustrolive Applicotion
A scenario consisting of painting a bed¡oom
with latex paint was to be examined for pos-

sible consequences of consumer inhalation to
a vapor released from the paint. The generic

house segregating the bed¡oom from the re-

mainder of the house and an annual average

air infiltration rate of 0.5 air changes per

hour (ACH) were chosen for the modeling
application. The zone descriptions and vo-

lumes are shown together with the corre-

sponding airflow matrix in Figure 5. One
gallon of paint weighing 4.8 kg was applied

over a two-hour period. It was æsumed that
the chemical of concern, representing one

percent of the paint by weight (i.e., 48 g),

could be released in two ways: (1) at a con-

stant emission rate of 3'glh over 16 hours, or
(2) at an emission rate starting at 3 g/h but
e¡ponentially declining over a six-day period

due to retardation of vapor releæe by the
paint film.

The model war¡ run over a seven-daY

period in one-hour time steps to compare the

result¡nt exposues for the different emission

assumptions. Operationally, the time-varying
profile was obtained by inpuning the follow-
ing formula in the emissions spreadsheet:

E. : Eo'e-t' (3)

ì

I
I
¡

i

I

I

I
I

j

i

CONSUMER

1. 3 7E+0 3
1.378+03
1.378+03

74.L

64.4
4 .448+0 1

)utputs
r zone

)? (r/N) Y

ZONE DESCRIPT. VOLI,I,TE
(m^3 )

[40 1

1252 l
t1
tl

TOTAI-FLOW.IN
(rn^3/hr)

83 .20
189.20

TOTAT-FIJOV{-OUT
(m^ 3 /hr )

83 .20
189 .20

1

2

3

4

IBEDROO¡,I I
IREMAINDER]
t1
tl

AIRFLOW RATES
(m^ 3 /hr )

FROM: ZONE 0

ZONE 1

ZONE 2

ZONE 3

ZONE 4

TO:
ZONE O ZONE 1

t......1 Í,20 1 t
Í,20 I t...--.1 t
ÍL26 lÍ63.2 1t

ZONE 2

L26
63.2

ZONE 3 ZONE 4

l
1

l

Fl - further explanation
Escape - previous screen

F10 - exit program
Return - next screen

GENERIC HOUSE <GNOO1>

Fig. 5 Zone ond flow informotion for illustrotive MCCEM opplicotion
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Þ
Ètc

.9
õ

oo
oo

Constant Source Over 16 Hours

Elapsed Îme, daYs

Exponential Source Over 6 DaYs

2
Elapsed Îm€, days

where
E is the emission rate at time t (g/h)

Eo is the initial emission rate (3 g/h)

k is a constant to pro$essively retard the

emission rate over time (0.065)

t is the elapsed time, in hours (0 < t < 143)

For this formula, Eo was taken to be the same

as that for the constant'emission case and k

was defined such that all the chemical mass

would be released over a period of six days'

In addition to running the default two-

zone model, MCCEM was also run for e¿ch

-zofle
rates
to be

uniform throughout the house at any point

in time).
It was assumed that the painting episode

began at noon. The individual was assumed

to be in the bed¡oom for the first two hours'

in the remainder of the house for the next

50

Æ

30

20

10

0
3 4

E
o
E

o
g
Eoo
oo

50

¿t0

30

20

10

0

Fio. ó Modeled indoor oir
co-ncentrotions for MCCEM

runs with different ossumed

emission profiles.
3 4

0

Rest of Houg€

Bedroom
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Ioble ZConsumer exposure colculolions by MCCEM under olternotive ossumptions for number of zones ond emis-

sion profile

Consumer o(poslue

Number
,,f zones

Emission
proûle

Average concentration
encounterd, mg/ml

Peak concentration
encountered mgl/m3

LADE,
ndkg-day

One

'[wo

2.95
2.46
4.59
3.72

0.011
0.009
0.016
0.013

Constant
Exponential decline
Constant
Exponenúal decline

20.5
15.7
48.3
33.5

vtodeled indoor oir
hotions for MCCEM
h different ossumed
)n profiles.

g the default
,s also run for
ercising a

zonal airflow
ons assumed to

house at any

te painting
¡idual was
the first two hourq
house for the next

eight hours, and then in the bed¡oom for

eight hours overnight. For the remainder of
the modeled time period the individual was

assumed to be in the bedroom for eight

hours ôvernight, in the remainder of the

house for one hour before leaving, out ofthe
house for nine consecutive hou¡s, and then

back in the remainder of the house for six

hours before retiring to the bedroom. For
purposes of the LADE calculation, this
seven-day exposure event wÍts assumed to oc-

cur once a yeÍlr for 70 years. Model defaults

of 20 m'/day breathing rate, 70 kg body
weight, and lifetime of 70 years were re-

nined.
Modeled concentration profiles for the

rwo zones of the house - bed¡oom and re-

mainder - are shown for each emission pro-

hle in Figure 6. In both cases, concentrations
were highest on the day of painting' Vith
the constant emission rate, concentrations
returned to background within slightly more
than one day, whereas concentrations \ryere

elevated for about three dap with the declin-
ing emission rate. The ratrge of exposure cal-
culations, shown in Täble 2 for both the
single-zone and two-zone models with each
emission profile, was within a factor of tn¡o
for average exposure and LADE and within
a factor of three for peak exposure. This
magnitude of difference among the results
for different modeling assumptions is con-
sidered relatively small given other potential
sources ofuncertainty in the exposure assess-
mtiì: 'ihe results also indicate that the
m()ucì outputs for this illusuative applica-

don were more sensitive to tbe number of
zones assumed than to the assumed emission

profile over time.

Discussion
Many directions can be taken in developing

an lAQ/exposure model, depending on the

underþing obiective. MCCEM has a number

of features that make it relativeþ straighdor'
ward to use and well suited to analysis of
consumer inhalation exposure and attendant

uncertainties. The illusuative modeling re-

sults indicated that the orposure estimates

were more sensitive to the number of zones

assumed than to the type of emission profile

over time. Situations could be encountered,

however, where the converse could be true;

for example, the emission profile might be

more critical in cases where the occupant

spent only brief time periods in the area

where the emissions occurred.

Considerable thought and care need to be

exercised in choosing appropriate inputs for
estimating consumer inhalation exposure

througb models. For example' not all of the

chemical of concern may be emitted from
the product or material in question. Concen-

trations in the immediate vicinity of the oc-

cupant may be distinctly different from the

average concentration in a given indoor air
space due to incomplete miúng. Vithout
sufficient supporting information or knowl-

edge, model users could assign unrealistic
pfirameters to the exposure scenario or the

number of assumed events per lifetime.
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